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The world s easiest game ever cat

The plains of Africa, the jungles of Asia and the rainforests of South America are all home to some of the most dangerous cats in the world. Ask anyone who is the deadliest and the same few cats will be mentioned. As the king of the jungle, lions are a popular response followed by leopards, tigers and cheetahs. But they'd all be wrong answers. The deadliest cat in the world is a
cute little thing, and fluffy few people have even heard of - the black-footed cat. The black-legged cat is native to the savannahs and open grasslands of southern Africa. They are the smallest wild cat found on the continent and one of the smallest in the world. They are only 14-17 inches long, stand about 8 inches tall, and weigh between 2 and 6 pounds. With their round face,
stocky body and short tail, you'd be forgiven for confusing a black-footed cat for a tame moggie. FionaAyerst /Getty Images Black stripes line her neck, shoulders, tail and legs, while the belly and body have black and brown spots. The cat's huge, cute amber eyes and black feet are very handy to give it a vision six times better than that of a human. They also have excellent night
vision, and their low ears allow them to capture the slightest sound. Although they are named for them, the only black part of the foot of a black-legged cat is the sole. WOLFAVNI/Getty Images How does such a cute feline become known as the world's deadliest cat? This is because of the quality of blacklegged cats hunting. They are incredibly effective hunters, with a 60%
success rate in catching their prey. These statistics make the black-footed cat three times more successful than the lions, which manage only a killing 20% of the time. These felines are determined, little hunters. Kenneth Canning/Getty Images Because of their size, antelopes and wildebeest are quite safe from the black-footed cat. But anything small has to be wary. These felines
are opportunistic and will eat all they can get their paws on. Scorpions, small birds, gerbils, shrews and locusts are some of their favorites. Male blacklegged cats are slightly larger than females and have been known to slaughter small bustards and hares. Marcel Brekelmans /Getty Images Like other small cats, the black-footed cat has a high metabolism, and therefore they have
a huge appetite. As a result, they are constantly hunting and, being nocturnal, will travel at least 5 miles each night in search of prey. Blacklegged cats need 10 to 14 rodents or small ones per day to survive and will kill on average every 50 minutes. This deadly predator causes more prey to fall in a day than a leopard in six months! 1001slide/Getty Images To be a successful
hunter, the black-footed cat uses three methods: fast hunting, sit-and-wait, and slow approach. The fast hunting method uses the bright view of the little cat and the The black-legged cat will move within fast limits through the tall grass, rinsing any small prey that may be hiding. Patience is the key to the sit-and-wait approach. The black-legged cat will position itself at the opening
of a rodent den and wait for its prey. In the meantime, they sometimes close their eyes, using their ears to listen to any signs of movement. A black-footed cat will hold this position for an hour or more and is fully alert and ready to shoot down its target as soon as it appears. coffeekai/Getty Images As the name suggests, this approach sees the black-footed cat take a slower
course through the grass in search of its prey. As they make silent, meandering movements, the cat moves its head in all directions while watching and listening intensely, alerting to all movements and sound around them. Once it has located a potential target, the black-footed cat will sneak in carefully before making its final strike. WOLFAVNI/Getty Images Blacklegged cats have
natural predators such as jackals and eagle owls. However, these felines are threatened by changes to their habitat by humans. Overgrazing of livestock reduces its available hunting grounds and prey. These cats are scavengers and eat poisoned carcasses that are left out to kill larger carnivores. Farmers use poison to get rid of locusts, one of the preferred blacklegged cats.
Currently, the blacklegged cat is listed as vulnerable, and there is a chance that if humans do not change their habits, they could become in danger in the future. WOLFAVNI/Getty Images The black-legged cat has the scientific name felis nigripes, and it is also known as the spotted little cat because of the spots on its body. Locals call this feline mothooptier which translates as
anthill tiger, a reference to its aggressive behavior and the fact that it often hides in termite mounds during the day. Just because it's small and cute doesn't mean you should underestimate this kitten. The black-footed cat is a medium-sized killing machine, earning it the title of the world's deadliest cat. LagunaticPhoto/Getty Images There are two main types of chat games out
there. There are games for people with a bunch of cats in them. Then, of course, you have games specifically for cats. Both genres are rather interesting. Most cat games for people are just regular games with strong chat themes. Cat games are usually just things floating around the screen for them to hunt. We recommend turning off the lights and using devices with Large screens
to help attract the chat until they get what they are supposed to do. We will also let you know when a game is specifically for cats or for people They are the original and arguably the most popular cat games right now. In any case, here are the best chat games for Android for people and cats! Of course, these phones still rocking with Android Android can still play the Easter Egg
cat capture game! Cat Alone 1 and 2Cat PlaygroundFriskies Cat Fishing 2MouseYouTubeCat QuestHooky CrookNeko AtsumeSuper Phantom Cat 2Talking Tom gamesPrice: FreeCat Alone 1 and 2 are cat toy games specifically for cats. It works as you'd expect. The game floats various objects across the screen to attract your cat. This includes a laser pointer thing, a spider,
feathers, a mouse, and a couple of others. It is not too complicated. You choose the mode, set the device down, and let your cat go crazy. Cat Alone 2 is the last in the series, obviously, and it has six game modes for your cat. It is also completely free without in-app purchases. There are ads, however, but they are not too bad. It's really up to your chat, but Google Play reviews
seem to indicate that cats like this. Cat Playground (FOR CATS)Price: $1.99Cat Playground is another decent game for cats. This one has a couple of different game modes. Cats can chase animals moving through the screen. In addition, there is a laser pointer mode and a whack-a-mole mode. It's basically the whole game does. However, many people have claimed that their
cats love it. It also does not require permissions and it does not have advertising. You get it all for a $1.99. It may be a bit expensive, but we are not going to complain because this genre is very thin. This is a great game for cats. Friskies Cat Fishing 2 (FOR CATS)Price: FreeFriskies Cat Fishing 2 is a cat fishing game. It's a very simple game. Fish surface on the water and then
submerge when exploited. It keeps track of your cats score and each round lasts about half a minute. The game also includes three levels with one, two, and three fish at a time in case your cat needs a bigger challenge. It is completely free without in-app purchases or ads. However, it is also a very old game. It worked on our test devices, but it may not work on yours. Friskies
Jitter Bug is also available if your cat prefers insects to fish. Your mileage may vary with this one because it is so old. Mouse (FOR CATS)Price: FreeYes is the classic mouse game. It's a super simple game. It's literally just a mouse moving around on a white background. The mouse sometimes eats cheese or falls asleep, but that's basically all it does. That's it, guys! The app is
completely free and has no purchases in the app. There are ads, but a developer has to eat, right? About the only complaint we have is that the sounds of the mice are a bit grating on the nerves. most Google Play commentators seem to agree with it for the sake of their cats unless the sound just makes their cats angry. In any case, it's not bad. YouTube (FOR CATS)Price: Free /
$12.99 per monthYouTube is actually amazing for cats. We are not only talking about cat videos for people, but also for cats. There are a ton of videos out there of mouse running On screen, animal sounds, and other little things for your cat to play with. Who knew, didn't they? In any case, it takes some research to find things really good, but it's all there somewhere. YouTube is a
free service with ads. You can go with YouTube Premium for $12.99 per month if you want to remove ads and add a few extra features. However, for the sake of cat games, you don't really need them. Cat Quest (FOR HUMANS)Price: $4.99Cat Quest is an adventure game. You press the screen to move, attack enemies and open treasure chests. You also increase your
character, loot dungeons and complete various side quests. It's a surprisingly decent little adventure-RPG title with a heavy cat theme. You also get 60 side quests, 60 dungeons, tons of loot, and an open world to explore. It's not as deep as the pillars in the genre like Crashlands or deeply hardcore RPG like Baldur's Gate II. However, it is certainly quite entertaining for cat and
RPG fans. The game goes for $4.99 without in-app purchases or ads. Hooky Crook (FOR HUMNANS)Price: Free / Up to 2.99 $Hooky Crook is a newer chat game for people. It's a puzzle at the base. You swing, dodge and bounce through the levels to the end. The controls are quite simple and fun. You also get 84 levels, by high score level, and rankings. This adds a bit of replay
value. In addition, developers promise more levels with future updates. Its pull-and-swing mechanics adds a bit of a contraction sweater and puzzle element because you need to figure out how to get to the end without the granular controls of a classic platformer. We really love this one and this is one of the newest chat games on Android.Neko Atsume (FOR HUMANS)Price: Free
/ Up to 3.36 $Neko Atsume is a delightfully adorable chat game for people. You basically attract cats with food, collect them, and then keep them happy. The challenge comes from getting the right items to attract different felines. You also have a cat book to fill out. This is definitely more of a relaxing time killer than anything that requires your full attention. However, sometimes it is
okay to relax while playing video games. The basic game is completely free with some optional extensions available as in-app purchases. The developer also gives you wallpapers for your phone in-game. We like those little touches. Super Phantom Cat 2 (FOR HUMNANS)Price: Free with in-appsuper Phantom Cat 2 is a small fun retro platform on mobile. You play like a cat on a
journey to save his sister. You complete the levels, avoid obstacles, and get past the bad guys along the way. The game has solid mechanisms and controls that are a little more traditional than something like Hooky Crook. There are also hidden Easter eggs, a bunch of levels, and some power-ups to help in the game. This is one of many good chat platform game games. Super
Cat Tales 2 is east Great game with lots of the same elements. Plus, they're children's friends! Talking Tom Games (FOR HUMANS)Price: Free to playMy Talking Tom games are some of the most popular chat games for people. The original Talking Tom Cat was a simple and wacky simulator. The series quickly evolved into something much more than that. My Talking Tom 1 and
2 are complete simulation games while My Talking Angela is also delicious. These games are child friends, adorable, and people really seem to enjoy the Talking Tom game series. They are mainly freemium so be sure to be careful if you let your kids play. Like Neko Atsume, these games are relaxing and not very stressful to play. Press the button to see all the Talking Tom
games! If we missed great chat games for people or cats, we would talk about them in the reviews! You can also click here to check out our latest Android app and game lists! Lists!
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